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The Canadian actress has earned $18 million in career earnings, according to
HBO. "Game of Thrones" -- whose final season debuted in April -- led the pack

of top-grossing scripted cable shows with $88 million. That's a 57 percent
increase over the show's second season, which brought in $53 million. When
adjusted for inflation, that total is the show's highest. HBO's mega hit "True

Detective" came in second with $50 million and almost $9 million fewer than
this year's "Game of Thrones." Veep, which is generating $34 million a

season, was the only other show to crack $50 million in its third season. The
top 10 shows all grew their audience. Last year's top show, Netflix's "Orange

Is the New Black," dropped to No. 3 in the ratings after five seasons and
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ended with $98 million in earnings. A hit show can generate significant
lifetime earnings, but "Game of Thrones" eclipsed that, with the show's first
two seasons costing $5.1 billion to produce and earning $1.4 billion to date.

"Game of Thrones" was the only show to make the list. The money earned by
the top shows equals more than half of HBO's television budget in 2015. "I
think it's a reflection of the audience growth," Matthew Belloni, the head of
The Hollywood Reporter's TV division, told ABCNews.com. "People see the

show is good and want to watch it." The show's third and final season is set to
premiere in April. "Game of Thrones" runs on HBO, the company's basic cable

channel, and is produced in association with the cable network's sister
companies in the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland and Northern

Ireland. "Game of Thrones" executive producers include David Benioff, D.B.
Weiss, Carolyn Strauss, Frank Doelger, Vince Gerardis, Michelle Dimauro and
Bernadette Caulfield. HBO, along with sister cable channel Cinemax, is owned

by Time Warner, which also owns ABC News. Belloni, one of the creators of
THR's television coverage, said the rise in earnings, but also the number of

shows earning those earnings, could also have something to do with how the
shows are scoring well in the Emmy race. Rising scores seem to coincide with

the rise in popularity of the shows. In 2014, the top
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